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February 2019: 

Researchers, scared by their own work, hold back “deep-fakes for text” AI 

OpenAI Trains Language Model, Mass Hysteria Ensues 

This New Storytelling AI Fools Humans 3 out of 5 Times With It’s Writing 

Artificial Intelligence Can Now Write Amazing Content - What Does That Mean For Humans? 

The first AI-generated textbook: "Lithium-Ion Batteries: A Machine-Generated Summary of Current Research" 

Oct 2019:
Elon Musk-backed AI company releases its text-generating robot despite concerns it could be used to create 
fake news and spam

NLP in 2019 News – Scary advances - GPT-2 model makes press headlines

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/02/researchers-scared-by-their-own-work-hold-back-deepfakes-for-text-ai/?fbclid=IwAR2zbvilPLDYfPvF9XCSFRGKXd0ZAGJlPLmMisX7DwMgVtsacLCBqNedi3E
http://approximatelycorrect.com/2019/02/17/openai-trains-language-model-mass-hysteria-ensues/?fbclid=IwAR3_v4DOINsDpn7ykWPr_T5lQPK1d_8JQEtjLU46sc7OiQUOfCCOzGOdpgc
http://techgrabyte.com/storytelling-ai-fools-humans/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2019/03/29/artificial-intelligence-can-now-write-amazing-content-what-does-that-mean-for-humans/#68b6a95b50ab
https://www.theverge.com/2019/4/10/18304558/ai-writing-academic-research-book-springer-nature-artificial-intelligence
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7661475/AI-company-releases-text-generating-robot-despite-concerns-used-create-fake-news.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7661475/AI-company-releases-text-generating-robot-despite-concerns-used-create-fake-news.html


GPT-2 generates convincing fake news

Humans find GPT-2 outputs convincing. Our 
partners at Cornell University surveyed people to 
assign GPT-2 text a credibility score across 
model sizes. People gave the 1.5B model a 
“credibility score” of 6.91 out of 10.
…
extremist groups can use GPT-2 for misuse, 
specifically by fine-tuning GPT-2 models on four 
ideological positions: white supremacy, Marxism, 
jihadist Islamism, and anarchism. CTEC 
demonstrated that it’s possible to create models 
that can generate synthetic propaganda for these 
ideologies.

GPT-2: 1.5B Release

https://openai.com/blog/gpt-2-1-5b-release/


Google improved 10 percent of searches by understanding language context (with BERT)

“how to catch a cow fishing?”

Even though I had purposely used the word “fishing” to provide context, Google ignored that context and provided results related to cows. 
That was on October 1, 2019.

Today, October 25, 2019 the same query results in search results that are full of striped bass and fishing related results.

Understanding searches better than ever before , Google is improving 10 percent of searches by understanding language context
Google Search Updated with BERT – What it Means 

BERT = (Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from 
Transformers)

https://www.blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert/
https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/25/20931657/google-bert-search-context-algorithm-change-10-percent-langauge
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-bert-update/332161/?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=facebook-auto-publish&fbclid=IwAR3oDQsoiACQ6txl24g03alyxEhz_-daIUALDc3gDfTRCZ8QlZQiqHnnrlo#close
https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/25/20931657/google-bert-search-context-algorithm-change-10-percent-langauge


Winograd Schemas Challenge (WSC)   (ambiguous text) - from 56% in 2018 to 93.8%  in 2019 

A Better Turing Test - Winograd Schemas ,
Want to Know the Trick to Achieve Robust Winograd Schema Challenge Results? (Paper)

State-of-the-Art (SOTA) models in Feb 8, 2018: 56% accurate  
 Humans: 100% accurate , Chance: 50% accuracy 

4 Aug 2019: By fine-tuning the BERT language model both on the introduced and on the WSCR dataset, we 
achieve overall accuracies of 72.5% and 74.7% on WSC273 and WNLI, improving the previous state-of-the-art 
solutions by 8.8% and 9.6%, respectively.

Oct 2019:  T5 model - 93.8%

https://www.i-programmer.info/news/105-artificial-intelligence/7640-a-better-turing-test-winograd-schemas.html
https://medium.com/ai%C2%B3-theory-practice-business/want-to-know-the-trick-to-achieve-robust-winograd-schema-challenge-results-4569a3bbd
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.06290


Training time for BERT based models with transformer architecture - 2 years of training on 1 GPU

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO PRE-TRAIN BERT?
BERT-base was trained on 4 cloud TPUs for 4 days and BERT-large was trained on 16 TPUs for 4 days. There is a recent paper 
that talks about bringing down BERT pre-training time – Large Batch Optimization for Deep Learning: Training BERT in 76 minutes.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO FINE-TUNE BERT?
For all the fine-tuning tasks discussed in the paper it takes at most 1 hour on a single cloud TPU or a few hours on a GPU.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.00962


Parameter size of latest NLP models (BERT based mostly) - up to 8 billion params

Here’s are some of the latest large models and their size in millions of parameters.

Smaller, faster, cheaper, lighter: Introducing DistilBERT, a distilled version of BERT

https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5


GLUE [Wang et al., 2018] and SuperGLUE [Wang et al., 2019b] 
each comprise a collection of text classification tasks meant to test general language understanding abilities:

● Sentence acceptability judgment (CoLA)
● Sentiment analysis (SST-2)
● Paraphrasing/sentence similarity (MRPC, STS-B, QQP)
● Natural language inference (MNLI, QNLI, RTE, CB)
● Coreference resolution (WNLI and WSC)
● Sentence completion (COPA)
● Word sense disambiguation (WIC)
● Question answering (MultiRC, ReCoRD, BoolQ)

SuperGLUE was designed to comprise of tasks that were
“beyond the scope of current state-of-the-art systems, but solvable by most college-educated English
speakers”

Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text Transformer

GLUE & SuperGLUE  text classification meta-benchmarks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683


Congratulations to our AI team for matching the top GLUE benchmark performance! We believe strongly in 
open & collaborative research and thank @GoogleAI for releasing BERT. It led to RoBERTa, our robustly 
optimized system that was trained longer, on more data. 

NLP in 2019 – GLUE is obsolete - we need SuperGLUE for  evolved variants of BERT

Facebook AI:

SuperGLUE leaderboard

Google - T5 Team code (trained on 750GB text):
Our text-to-text framework provides a simple way to train a single model on a wide variety of text tasks using the 
same loss function and decoding procedure.

Example AX-b:
1001 Jake broke. Jake broke the vase.  => not_entailment
1002 He is someone of many talents. He has many talents.  => entailment

https://www.facebook.com/FacebookAI/photos/a.360372474139712/1262069200636697/?type=3
https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
https://github.com/google-research/text-to-text-transfer-transformer
https://blobhub.io/SuperGLUE/AX-b


T5 - Unified Text-to-text Transfer Transformer model - one model to rule them all

We perform a systematic study of transfer learning for NLP using a unified text-to-text model, then push the limits to 
achieve SoTA on GLUE, SuperGLUE, CNN/DM, and SQuAD.

T5 - Code on Github 

https://github.com/google-research/text-to-text-transfer-transformer


Reading comprehension (RC)—in contrast to information retrieval—requires integrating information and 
reasoning about events, entities, and their relations 

 SQuAD2.0 tests the ability of a system to not only answer reading comprehension questions, but also abstain 
when presented with a question that cannot be answered based on the provided paragraph. How will your 
system compare to humans on this task?

NLP in 2019 – BERT based models - Superhuman at Reading Comprehension (RC)

Reading Comprehension Model Betters Humans, Tops SQuAD2.0 Leaderboard, SQuAD2.0 Dataset, State-of-the-art leaderboards , 
MS MARCO Leaderboard, Alibaba neural net defeats human in global reading test , NLP-progress - Question answering,

https://syncedreview.com/2019/04/01/iflytek-hit-reading-comprehension-model-betters-humans-tops-squad2-0-leaderboard/?fbclid=IwAR30yzzFySUXKiqphhxdwp7jajKsZLbjIzqlKP4HRnneWV7WuK0Azdo3wfU
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
https://paperswithcode.com/task/question-answering
http://www.msmarco.org/leaders.aspx
https://www.zdnet.com/article/alibaba-neural-network-defeats-human-in-global-reading-test/
http://nlpprogress.com/english/question_answering.html


Why RACE dataset is more challenging and interesting? 
● reading comprehension task designed for middle and high-school English exams in China , … consequently requires 

non-trivial reasoning techniques. 
RACE has a wide variety of question types: 

● What is the best title of the passage? (Summarization) 
● What was the author’s attitude towards the industry awards? (Inference) 
● Which of the following statements is WRONG according to the passage? (Deduction) 
● If the passage appeared in a newspaper, which section is the most suitable one? (Inference) 
● The first postage stamp was made _ . (Context matching) 

NLP in 2019 – Reasoning – Getting closer to humans - see leaderboard for RACE dataset

RACE Leaderboard

http://www.qizhexie.com/data/RACE_leaderboard


DeepMind AI Flunks High School Math Test  "They trained the machine on Arithmetic, Algebra, 
Comparisons, Calculus, Numbers, Measurement, Probability, and Manipulating Polynomials. It solved only 
some 35% of the 40 questions." 
 
IBM’s ‘Project Debater’ AI Lost to a Human - But Put Up Quite a Fight “I heard you hold the world record in 
debate competition wins against humans, but I suspect you’ve never debated a machine. Welcome to the 
future.”  During a twenty minute debate on a complex topic, Project Debater will digest massive texts, 
construct a well-structured speech, deliver it with clarity and purpose, and rebut its opponent. 
 
Has BERT Been Cheating? Researchers Say it Exploits ‘Spurious Statistical Cues’ 
Probing Neural Network Comprehension of Natural Language Arguments 
"ARCT provides a fortuitous opportunity to see how stark the problem of exploiting spurious statistics can 
be. Due to our ability to eliminate the major source of these cues, we were able to show that BERT’s 
maximum performance fell from just three points below the average untrained human baseline to 
essentially random. To answer our question in the introduction: BERT has learned nothing about argument 
comprehension. However, our investigations confirmed that BERT is indeed a very strong learner."

NLP in 2019 News – humans still better with reasoning 

https://medium.com/syncedreview/deepmind-ai-flunks-high-school-math-test-2e32635c0e2d
https://singularityhub.com/2019/02/25/ibms-project-debater-ai-lost-to-a-human-but-put-up-quite-a-fight/
https://medium.com/syncedreview/has-bert-been-cheating-researchers-say-it-exploits-spurious-statistical-cues-b256760ded57
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.07355


Complex Language models – recently become superhuman but still does silly mistakes 

Language modeling: GPT-2 trained from text to choose words that maximize P(next word | previous words) 
 => generates fake stories => hopefully they need to learn to understand language to be able to do this
 
• In theory, it would require complete understanding to obtain the best model, but the log-likelihood (perplexity) 
achieved by humans is not much better than that obtained by the best deep nets. 
 
• Speech recognition and machine translation: huge progress, but errors made by these systems show that 
they don’t understand what the sequences of words actually mean. 
 

Example: 
 

https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/


How well does BERT reason compared to LSTM? - let’s see the feature importance

BERT is now part of Google Search, so let’s understand how it reasons

IMDB review positive or negative? :

“This was a good movie” : 

BERT - positive (due to “good”) , BiLSTM - positive (due to “this”)

An adversarial attack:

“This this this ...this was a bad movie” : 

BERT - negative, BiLSTM - positive 

Let’s try negation of positive:
“This was not a good movie” : 
         

BERT - negative (due to “was not” more important than “good”), BiLSTM - positive
…
Let’s try something more nuanced:

“This movie will not be a waste of your time”: BiLSTM & BERT - negative (wrong both)

https://towardsdatascience.com/how-does-bert-reason-54feb363211


DEEP NEURAL NETWORK – FULLY CONNECTED NETWORK - A LEARNED FUNCTION

We have linear combination of linear combination of 
linear combinations... 
Each neuron is a weighted sum of inputs.  

We have compound polynomial functions  
=>
a linear function (but we need non-linear for learning 
any complex function 
=> 
add non-linear activation function) 

Problems:
Input / output size is fixed and limited 
Structure in data is no used

More layers => Vanishing gradient pb. - 
the error signal back-propagated can 
vanish due to multiplication of of many 
small numbers (almost zero derivatives of 
activation function) 

 



Traditional Recurrent Networks  (RNN) - has a summarized memory of past inputs

 

Current output depends on current input + previous output (we may say experience)
The unrolled version is equivalent , each cell parameters are shared.

Why RNN is good for NLP :  
Sentences are variable length sequences.
We can infer meaning of one word in a sentence from the context. So we need a recurrent link for gathering the context info.

Why are the weights of RNN/LSTM networks shared across time? 

Unrolled representation of RNN:With recurrent link:

https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/221513/why-are-the-weights-of-rnn-lstm-networks-shared-across-time


RNN - The problem of long-term dependencies

“I grew up in France……………………………………………. I speak fluent …”

How Transformers Work

Disadvantage:
A disadvantage of RNNs however is that the inherent sequential aspect makes them difficult to parallelize. Also, even with 
improvements from LSTMs or GRUs, long-term dependencies are still hard to catch. 
Also - shallow architecture

https://towardsdatascience.com/transformers-141e32e69591


Convolutional NN - images = grid structure & local pixel correlations =>
 - keep large number of inputs but reduce number of connections , share parameters , down-sampling
 - are parallelizable
 - variable input size in theory at least

Recurrent NNs - have fixed number of inputs but allow to split large text in pieces and read piece by piece then output the result 
(use an internal memory to memorize a summary of all seen pieces) (problem - fixed memory size - 50 elements, difficulty to 
copy, slow, vanishing/exploding gradients ) 

LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) (or GRU) - add gates with layers of neurons for more intelligent control of memory access 
(basic internal attention = learn to filter out or add only relevant data in memory which is limited) (Problem: still short term 
memory, slow, can’t stack too many layers, shallow architecture)

Other modernized LSTMs: 
● Relational Memory Core (RMC)  (200% better for Reinforcement Learning) (uses self attention = multi-head dot product 

attention)  (Razvan Pascanu)
● MAC (Memory, Attention and Composition) (CPU + LSTM + read/write Attention) (superhuman on VQA)
● AWD-LSTM  (LSTM + special dropout for LSTM)
● Quasi-Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM + convolutions) = 16x faster,  parallelizable LSTM

NTM LSTM architectures + Soft-Attention = revolutionary - precursor of transformer = 1 hop attention
- summarize and process only relevant data for the current word to translate

How to deal with large input size = cause to explode the number of connections



Attention networks and Transformer Architecture

First attempts of attention networks:

ConvNets for NLP - easy to parallelize but still can’t model long term dependencies - convolution is a local operation, need 
many layers - multi-hop attention
Examples : WaveNets / ByteNets

Memory Networks / Multi-Hop Attention = Differentiable Memory Computers , Precursors of Attention Networks
     Attention to read / write in a classic memory
Neural Turing Machines introduced the idea of  
      Multiple-hop attention – stacking attention layers , Network keeps updated its memory to perform multi-step reasoning.

 CE7454 : Deep Learning for Data Science

ConvNets Neural Turing Machine

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kbrsvhwe2lac1uo/lecture13_attention_neural_networks.pdf


Transformer Architecture - first efficient version of attention networks!

Transformer - proposed improvements over memory networks:
● Multiple hidden states (one per word)
● Multi-head attention (more learning capacity)
● Residual blocks (select specific attention layers, better backpropagation)

BERT - very powerful architecture for NLP - still fixed number of inputs (512 tokens) but large enough for a 
big paragraph 

           - deep architecture that transforms inputs into contextualized embeddings and process them in 
parallel,  
           - use self-attention to model dependencies between distant words

Transformer-XL - adds recurrent connection to BERT



Comparing Layers: RNN vs ConvNET vs Self-Attention



Computational Cost



2018 - NLP’s ImageNet moment - a huge NN learns “language”/”vision” => fast learn a specific task

The Illustrated BERT, ELMo, and co. (How NLP Cracked Transfer Learning), NLP's ImageNet moment has arrived

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo), Universal Language Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT), and the OpenAI Transformer 
have empirically demonstrated how language modeling can be used for pretraining.
...
Empirical and theoretical results in multi-task learning (Caruana, 1997; Baxter, 2000) indicate that a bias that is learned on 
sufficiently many tasks is likely to generalize to unseen tasks drawn from the same environment.

ImageNet moment = Use language modeling for (unsupervised) pre-training + fine-tuning (transfer learning)

2 layer LSTM based
Shallow bidirectional + extract embeddings (deep 
contextualized word representations)
Training objective: multiple tasks (sentiment classification etc)

Bidirectional pretraining + 
fine-tuning
Training Objective:
Masked Language 
Modeling (MLM)GPT-2 model:

Unidirectional - left to right

Training objective: 
Language Modeling (LM)

3 layer AWD-LSTM (ASGD Weight-Dropped LSTM)
First model with pretraining + fine-tuning, good fo 
classification only (Multi-Fit uses QRNN - Quasi-Recurrent 
Neural Network)

Training objective: 
Machine Translation 
(MT)

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-bert/
https://ruder.io/nlp-imagenet/
https://openai.com/blog/gpt-2-1-5b-release/


BERT - unsupervised pre-training + fine-tuning on different tasks 

NAACL ’19 Notes: Practical Insights for Natural Language Processing Applications 

First pre-train the entire model on a data-rich task using unsupervised learning on unlabeled data. Ideally, this 
pre-training causes the model to develop general-purpose abilities and knowledge that can then be “transferred” 
to downstream tasks by fine-tuning (transfer learning + supervised learning).

https://medium.com/orb-engineering/naacl-19-notes-practical-insights-for-natural-language-processing-applications-part-i-5f981c92af80


BERT Zoo - pre-trained and fine-tuned on specific domain datasets

A review of BERT based models

https://towardsdatascience.com/a-review-of-bert-based-models-4ffdc0f15d58


Aristo system passes eighth-grade science tests - uses BERT based model

Allen Institute’s Aristo AI system finally passes an eighth-grade science test (ARISTO – Live Demo)
A Breakthrough for A.I. Technology: Passing an 8th-Grade Science Test

The Aristo Project aims to build systems that demonstrate a deep understanding of the world, integrating technologies for reading, 
learning, reasoning, and explanation.

https://www.geekwire.com/2019/allen-institutes-aristo-ai-program-finally-passes-8th-grade-science-test/
https://allenai.org/aristo/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/04/technology/artificial-intelligence-aristo-passed-test.html


ARISTO - An intelligent system that reads, learns, and reasons about science. 

Aristo uses five solvers, each using different types of knowledge, to answer multiple choice questions 
In 2019 they added AristoRoBERTa in the mix. 
 Now is able to pass 8th grade science tests (previously 4th grade) 
Issue : still have problems with complex reasoning and understanding.

ARISTO – Live Demo , 
AI Can Now Pass School Tests but Still Falls Short on the Turing Test

https://allenai.org/aristo/
https://interestingengineering.com/ai-can-now-pass-school-tests-but-still-falls-short-on-the-turing-test?fbclid=IwAR2Xrn08aE5UFVA0ClnHq97DPZ4JPoatCpmpW0r5CQwz7_UQBYDOsLgj6pE


Leveraging Language Models for Commonsense Reasoning

A commonsense reasoning model (CSRM) uses the LM explanations to make a prediction.
Leveraging Language Models for Commonsense Reasoning in Neural Networks (from Salesforce)

Implementations: 
LM = GPT-2  (generates explanations )
CSRM = BERT  (answers questions based on question , answers and generated explanation)

https://blog.einstein.ai/leveraging-language-models-for-commonsense/?fbclid=IwAR2Dr3KPECfMHH7nLzheNNLqJYYtu0qo_WOrZRekxu-yWH10XAQESTUyUj0


Leveraging Language Models for Commonsense Reasoning - Examples

 



Unified Vision-Language Pre-Training for Image Captioning and VQA, 
This Microsoft Neural Network can Answer Questions About Scenic Images with Minimum Training

Microsoft Unified VLP (Vision-Language Pre-Training) for Image Captioning and VQA

● Pre-training with pairs of image and text 
(images split in ROI)

● Fine-tuning on Image Captioning and VQA 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/uni%EF%AC%81ed-vision-language-pre-training-for-image-captioning-and-vqa/
https://towardsdatascience.com/this-microsoft-neural-network-can-answer-questions-about-scenic-images-with-minimum-training-621374f95851


Microsoft Unified VLP - Architecture - BERT based



Microsoft Unified VLP - Qualitative Results - vision + language is better



Microsoft Unified VLP - Qualitative Results



NLP 2019 - Demos for models based on BERT and LSTM

Embeddings:
Visualise embeddings: Embedding Projector

ElMo embeddings:  HMTL for NLP

LSTM based : 
(BiDAF (trained on SQuAD),   ELMo-BiDAF (trained on SQuAD),  NAQANet (trained on DROP)): 

AllenNLP Reading Comprehension
Ranker DrQA (facebook) + R-NET (microsoft)

DeepPavlov Open Domain Question Answering (ODQA)

BERT based:
GPT-2:  

GPT-2 model - AllenAI Demo , Giant Language model Test Room (A tool to detect automatically AI 

generated text) , Write With Transformer - Get a modern neural network to auto-complete your 

thoughts.

Talk to Transformer

BERT: 

 Question And Answer Demo Using BERT NLP ,           Fortech chat bot   (RASA + cdQA)       
Multiple models used based on different architectures: ARISTO – Live Demo

https://projector.tensorflow.org/
https://huggingface.co/hmtl/
https://demo.allennlp.org/reading-comprehension
https://demo.deeppavlov.ai/#/en/textqa
https://gpt2.apps.allenai.org/?text=Joel%20is
http://gltr.io/dist/index.html
https://transformer.huggingface.co/
https://transformer.huggingface.co/
https://talktotransformer.com/
https://www.pragnakalp.com/demos/BERT-NLP-QnA-Demo/
https://allenai.org/aristo/


Beware!

Beware! From here starts more technical slides!



NN Activation functions  - used in LSTM cell

Activation functions are used to  
● add non-linearity to NN for better expressivity  (NN to be able to approximate any function) 
● perform some conversion or normalization

Sigmoid : 
converts a real number (logit) to 
probability (0,1)

Tanh : 
squashes a real number into 
interval (-1, 1)

Activation Functions in Neural Network, ML Cheatsheet – Activation Functions 

https://towardsdatascience.com/activation-functions-neural-networks-1cbd9f8d91d6
https://ml-cheatsheet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/activation_functions.html#tanh


Traditional Recurrent Networks  - Impractical : no long-range dependencies

RNN Training algorithm: backpropagation through time 
RNN Big Problem: The vanishing gradient problem is when the gradient shrinks as it back propagates through time. If a 
gradient value becomes extremely small, it doesn’t contribute too much to learning. 
 In a standard non-gated recurrent neural network, the state at time step t is a linear projection of the state at time step t–1, 
followed by a nonlinearity. This kind of “vanilla” RNN can have difficulty with long-range temporal dependencies because it 
has to learn a very precise mapping just to copy information unchanged from one time state to the next.  

http://harinisuresh.com/2016/10/09/lstms/


LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory networks) for sequence modeling

● Popular type of RNN network which solve vanishing and exploding gradient problem.   
● Works by copying its internal state (called the “cell state”) from each time step to the next. Rather than having to learn how to remember, it 

remembers by default. 
● A memory accessed and modified by 3 gates (update, forget, output), each gate controlled by a layer of neurons 
● Good for time - series where context counts and we have long-term dependencies between elements,  
● Can deal with noisy time-series , it can bypass non-relevant input steps and thus remember for longer time steps 
● Used for sequence modeling and time-series prediction (NLP, AI voice assistants, music creation, basic reasoning, stock market forecasting, 

programmer) 
Illustrated Guide to LSTM’s and GRU’s, Understanding LSTM Networks, LSTM - nuggets for practical applications,  

The Magic of LSTM  , LSTM Original paper, Introduction to LSTM Units While Playing Jazz 

The repeating module of LSTM contains four interacting layers

http://christinemcleavey.com/clara-a-neural-net-music-generator/
https://github.com/kimhc6028/relational-networks
https://towardsdatascience.com/illustrated-guide-to-lstms-and-gru-s-a-step-by-step-explanation-44e9eb85bf21
http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
https://towardsdatascience.com/lstm-nuggets-for-practical-applications-5beef5252092
https://medium.com/datathings/the-magic-of-lstm-neural-networks-6775e8b540cd
https://medium.com/datathings/the-magic-of-lstm-neural-networks-6775e8b540cd
https://www.bioinf.jku.at/publications/older/2604.pdf
https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-lstm-units-while-playing-jazz-fa0175b59012?fbclid=IwAR1vJ4lm0Y6-o7El9pQwyrwbfnRC7hwOcvbE_p3Pfieqnl5YndEdw3P1h8o


LSTM – Other variations - Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)

Coupled forget and input gates:

Forget gate multiplies by 0.2 - 
means 0.8 percent data lost  so 
update gate can put 0.8 new 
data

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

- merges the cell state and hidden state 
- combines the forget and input gates into a single “update 
gate.”

Training RNNs as Fast as CNNs: SRU is a recurrent unit that can run 10x faster than cuDNN LSTM 

https://github.com/taolei87/sru


Attention-based LSTM  -  Relational Memory Core (RMC)  - used in Alphastar AI

LSTMs pack all information into a common hidden memory vector, potentially making compartmentalization and 
relational reasoning more difficult => let's use a matrix instead, each row can be a separate memory and use 
attention between memories 

We test the RMC on a suite of tasks that may profit from more capable relational reasoning across sequential 
information, and show large gains in RL domains (BoxWorld & Mini PacMan), program evaluation, and 
language modeling, achieving state-of-the-art results  … 
...In RL for games nearly doubled the performance of an LSTM

Relational recurrent neural networks (Razvan Pascanu, ...) (NIPS/NeurIPS 2018) (Revolutionary) (DeepMind), Paper 

https://towardsdatascience.com/neurips-2018-reading-list-from-tue-poster-sessions-a-b-fce561e56be8
http://papers.nips.cc/paper/7960-relational-recurrent-neural-networks.pdf


MAC (Memory, Attention and Composition) cell - superhuman for VQA = CPU + Attention LSTM

vs LSTM - it has two hidden states – control and memory, rather than just one

Compositional Attention Networks for Machine Reasoning, Code, Paper, Building Neural Network Models That Can Reason

- a new state-of-the-art 98.9% accuracy, halving 
the error rate of the previous best model. More 
importantly, we show that the model is 
computationally-efficient and data-efficient, in 
particular requiring 5x less data than existing 
models to achieve strong results

MAC is Very fast learner:

https://cs.stanford.edu/people/dorarad/mac/blog.html
https://github.com/stanfordnlp/mac-network/blob/master/mac_cell.py
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.03067
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2JRiv3Mycs&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1r6DLET2kAJrFmLM7z2RPQwciS2ohMApEEUBMInbRtH3k6oSuSA_eeXhg


BERT vs GPT vs ELMo for predicting next word

BERT has 2 different training objectives:
● Masked language modeling: mask 15% of tokens and predict them based on the whole text. (no more cheating)
● Is next sentence prediction

BERT Advantages - long-term dependencies , parallelizable (In contrast to other approaches, it discovers the context 
concurrent rather than directionally)
Issue: large but limited input size

Bidirectional 
Oups! Does it cheat?  

Unidirectional - sees 
only left words

Bidirectional but... - a word sees other words via 
long paths 

BERT is deeply bidirectional, OpenAI GPT is unidirectional, and ELMo is shallowly bidirectional.

Open Sourcing BERT: State-of-the-Art Pre-training for Natural Language Processing

https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/11/open-sourcing-bert-state-of-art-pre.html


BERT - Pre-training phase - masked language modeling - self-supervised training

The Illustrated BERT, ELMo, and co. (How NLP Cracked Transfer Learning)

Note:
The masked words are not always 
replaced with the masked token – 
[MASK] because then the masked tokens 
would never be seen before fine-tuning. 

Therefore, 15% of the tokens are chosen 
at random and –

● 80% of the time tokens are 
actually replaced with the token 
[MASK].

● 10% of the time tokens are 
replaced with a random token.

● 10% of the time tokens are left 
unchanged.

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-bert/


BERT - Pre-training phase - 2 sentence prediction - self-supervised training



Transformer architecture for translation - encoder-decoder



Transformer architecture for translation - encoder-decoder - it is deep = 6 layers

Note : Identical modules but different parameters



Encoder & Decoder sub-components

The Illustrated Transformer

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer


Encoder - more detailed



How Self Attention is used in BERT

● Problem: different meaning, same embedding vector

● Solution: modify embedding for each position taking into an account the nearby relevant context 

Self-attention is a variant of attention that processes a sequence by replacing each element by a weighted 
average of the rest of the sequence.  
In Transformer (2017) is implemented as scaled-dot product attention



Scaled Dot Product Attention in Detail

The Illustrated Transformer

Dx=512

Dim=64

http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/?fbclid=IwAR2_CbV5rRs7P16kWfrVE6mt5ZrEoSbbSwNJ1FO2ijopx1efG6WGSia4w30


BERT - Multi-Head Attention = 8x Scaled Dot Product Attention

“multi-head attention allows the model 
to jointly attend to information from 
different representation subspaces at 
different positions. With a single 
attention head, averaging inhibits this.”

Attention? Attention!,  Google’s Transformer solves a tricky problem in machine translation

So 8 attentions allow us to view 
relevancy from 8 different 
“perspectives”. This eventually 
pushes the overall accuracy higher, at 
least empirically. The transformation 
also reduces their output dimension 
so even 8 attentions are used, the 
computational complexity remains 
about the same.

Note: scale to avoid gradients too small pb

x 8   =

Properties :
- (Much) simpler layer than RNNs (matrix-matrix multiplications)
- Parallelizable (no recurrence/sequential process)

https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2018/06/24/attention-attention.html
https://techcrunch.com/2017/08/31/googles-transformer-solves-a-tricky-problem-in-machine-translation/


Transformer Architecture (BERT - encoder only, GPT-2 - decoder only)

Attention? Attention!, The Annotated Transformer
 

Masked:

https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2018/06/24/attention-attention.html
https://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.html


Encoder and Decoder with Layer normalization and Skip (residual) connection



Residual Connections and Z-Scoring

Normalization

Many machine learning algorithms attempt to find 
trends in the data by comparing features of data 
points. However, there is an issue when the 
features are on drastically different scales.

https://www.codecademy.com/articles/normalization


From NTM to Transformer architecture - Neural Translator Machine - LSTM 

MODEL ARCHITECTURE Details 

LSTM - process one word from sentence at each time-step 
- slow but works with variable size sentences since LSTM supports many to many 
sequences 

LSTM Encoder-Decoder 
 

- informational bottleneck = the idea (thought vector) is extracted from sentence  
(lossy compression = sentence summarization) => more natural translator 
Disadvantage: - a variable length sentence is encoded in a fixed sized vector (thought 
vector), so can't handle long sentences 

Bi-LSTM Encoder-Decoder - encoder and decoder use 2 LSTM layers for both directions 
- Bidirectional = gathers word context from both directions 
Advantage: - has better context info from left & right for translating current word 

Bi-LSTM Encoder-Decoder + Soft Attention 
(NTM) 

- solves the pb with the fixed sized vector using attention 
- It is a shallow architecture, still problems to use distant relations. 
- ELMo embeddings are learned with this architecture 
- ELMo learns embedding from relations between current token and those previous 
ones or following it  (both directions) 
Issue: ELMo train two separate models that each take the left and right context into 
account but do not train a model that uses both at the same time. 



From NTM to Transformer architecture – Transformer (XL), GPT-2 

Transformer  
Attention Is All You Need, 
 Character-Level Language Modeling with Deeper 
Self-Attention 

- encoder-decoder attention-based architecture 
- multi head self-attention + FCN + skip (residual) links 
- masked Attention in Decoder 
- dual training task (i.e. masked language model and next sentence prediction) 

GPT-2 
(from OpenAI: read me) 

- only decoder, auto-regressive training – next word prediction, very good for language 
generation (fake news generator) 
Our model, called GPT-2 (a successor to GPT), was trained simply to predict the next word in 
40GB of Internet text. Due to our concerns about malicious applications of the technology, we 
are not releasing the trained model 

Non-Autoregressive Transformer - worse accuracy but 8x inference speed due to parallel decoder, no masked attention needed 

Evolved Transformer Enhancing Transformer with Neural Architecture Search 

Sparse Transformer 
(from OpenAI - MuseNET) 

- an algorithmic improvement of the attention mechanism to extract patterns from sequences 30x 
longer than possible previously 
-2 level sparse connectivity attention for modelling long distance interdependencies 

Transformer XL 
Tr. XL - Attentive Language Models Beyond a 
Fixed-Length Context , 
 
Tr-XL - Combining Transformers and RNNs Into a 
State-of-the-art Language Model 

Transformer + Segment level recurrence mechanism and Relative Positional Encoding 
 
- add recurrence in order to use context from previous sentence 
- learns dependency that is 80% longer than recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and 450% longer 
than vanilla Transformers and is up to 1,800+ times faster than vanilla Transformers during 
evaluation 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03762
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.04444
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.04444
https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
https://blog.openai.com/language-unsupervised/
https://towardsdatascience.com/the-evolved-transformer-enhancing-transformer-with-neural-architecture-search-f0073a915aca
https://openai.com/blog/musenet/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.02860
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.02860
https://www.lyrn.ai/2019/01/16/transformer-xl-sota-language-model/
https://www.lyrn.ai/2019/01/16/transformer-xl-sota-language-model/


From NTM to Transformer architecture - BERT 

BERT 
Bi-Directional  
Encoder Representations  
from Transformers 
 
(from Google) 

- stacks multiple transformer encoders-decoders on top of each other  
- powerful deep architecture  
- useful for language understanding tasks but less for lang. generation  
- dual training task (i.e. masked language model and next sentence prediction)  
- large-scale TPU training  
Advantages:  
- no slow sequential LSTM, the input is the entire sentence,  
- powerful multi-head self-attention 
- multi–language model available,  
- unsupervised pre-trained on Wikipedia,  
- allows fine-tuning for specific tasks  
Disadvantage:  
- input size limited to 512 tokens (2 sentences or a paragraph)  
- very large model - hard to put in production,  
- slow at inference time also due to auto-regressive decoder  
The [MASK] token used in training does not appear during fine-tuning 
BERT generates predictions independently (masked tokens) 
BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding  

BERT MultiQA  MultiQA: An Empirical Investigation of Generalization and Transfer in Reading Comprehension 

BertQA-Attention-on-Steroids 
(Code) 

A more focused context to query and query to context attention (C2Q attention) 

https://medium.com/omnius/hallo-multilingual-bert-c%C3%B3mo-funcionas-2b3406cc4dc2
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.13453
https://github.com/ankit-ai/BertQA-Attention-on-Steroids


From NTM to Transformer architecture - ERNIE 

ERNIE   Enhanced Language 
Representation with Informative Entities 

- Transformer + Knowledge graph 
-  can take full advantage of lexical, syntactic, and knowledge information simultaneously 

XLM   (from Facebook) (code) 
Cross-lingual Language Model Pretraining 

- Transformer + structured memory layer (key product kNN memory) 
- Causal + Masked + Translation Language Model  
- 2X inference speed (Large Memory Layers with Product Keys) 

MASS   Masked Sequence to Sequence 
Pre-training for Language Generation 

unlike XLM pre-trains both the encoder and decoder jointly to predict a missing sentence fragment 

Snorkel MeTaL (from Stanford)  Paper (Weak Supervision for Multi-Task Learning) 

MT-DNN (from Microsoft) 
- as ensemble - 2nd in GLUE,  
- super-human (human is 3rd place) 

- multi-task BERT (BERT + multi-task learning + knowledge distillation) 
Multi-Task Deep Neural Networks for Natural Language Understanding (Code) 
Microsoft makes Google’s BERT NLP model better 

ERNIE 2.0 
(Enhanced Representation through 
kNowledge IntEgration) (from Baidu) 
 ERNIE 2.0 model almost comprehensively 
outperforms BERT and XLNet on English 
tasks 
 
. 

Baidu’s ERNIE 2.0 Beats BERT and XLNet on NLP Benchmarks 
ERNIE 2.0 is built as a continual pretraining framework to continuously gain enhancement on knowledge 
integration through multi-task learning, enabling it to more fully learn various lexical, syntactic and 
semantic information through massive data. 
We construct several tasks to capture different aspects of information in the training corpora: 

● Word-aware Tasks: to handle the lexical information 
● Structure-aware Tasks: to capture the syntactic information 
● Semantic-aware Tasks: in charge of semantic signals 

The tasks include named entity prediction, discourse relation recognition, sentence order prediction are 
leveraged in order to enable the models to learn language representations

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07129
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07129
https://github.com/facebookresearch/XLM
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.07291
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.05242
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.02450
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.02450
https://jdunnmon.github.io/metal_deem.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11504
https://github.com/namisan/mt-dnn
https://venturebeat.com/2019/05/16/microsoft-makes-googles-bert-nlp-model-better/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.12412v1
https://medium.com/syncedreview/baidus-ernie-2-0-beats-bert-and-xlnet-on-nlp-benchmarks-51a8c21aa433


From NTM to Transformer architecture – XLNET & RoBERTa

XLNET 
Generalized Autoregressive Pretraining for Language 
Understanding 
 
- super-human, see GLUE leaderboard 

Transformer XL + TSSA (Two-stream self-attention) + bidirectional data input 
- can we train a model to incorporate bidirectional context while avoiding the [MASK] token and parallel 
independent predictions? 
- improved pre-training: learns current token embedding from previous seen tokens but for all 
permutations of sentence) 
- To avoid leaking the information of the position to be predicted, use Two-Stream Self-Attention (TSSA)                         
Understanding XLNet, Paper Dissected: “XLNet” Explained 

RoBERTa: A Robustly Optimized 
BERT Pretraining Approach 
- from Facebook 
Blog 

Paper 
Github 
 
 
 

BERT was significantly under-trained, and can match or exceed the performance of every model published 
after it. These results highlight the importance of previously overlooked design choices, and raise questions 
about the source of recently reported improvements. RoBERTa is trained with dynamic masking, 
FULL-SENTENCES without NSP (next sentence prediction) loss, large mini-batches and a larger byte-level 
BPE. 
- use a novel dataset, CC-NEWS 
 
RoBERTa uses the BERT LARGE configuration (355 million parameters) with an altered pre-training pipeline. 
Yinhan Liu and her colleagues made the following changes: 

● Increased training data size from 16Gb to 160Gb by including three additional datasets. 
● Boosted batch size from 256 sequences to 8,000 sequences per batch. 
● Raised the number of pretraining steps from 31,000 to 500,000. 
● Removed the next sentence prediction (NSP) loss term from the training objective and used 

full-sentence sequences as input instead of segment pairs. 
● Fine-tuned for two of the nine tasks in the GLUE natural language understanding benchmark as 

well as for SQuAD (question answering) and RACE (reading comprehension). 

https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
https://www.borealisai.com/en/blog/understanding-xlnet/
https://mlexplained.com/2019/06/30/paper-dissected-xlnet-generalized-autoregressive-pretraining-for-language-understanding-explained/
https://ai.facebook.com/blog/roberta-an-optimized-method-for-pretraining-self-supervised-nlp-systems/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692?fbclid=IwAR3QjDaTLq7HE-GDIid2fr04MrPLO99ndRgZMdNN1Utp-K6WrffnJRmXzhM
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/blob/master/examples/roberta/README.md


From NTM to Transformer architecture – ALBERT (a leaner better BERT)  - parameter sharing

ALBERT 
 
 ALBERT: A Lite BERT For 
Self-Supervised Learning of 
Language Representations 
 
- current state-of-the-art  
- super-human, see GLUE 
leaderboard 

Google’s ALBERT Is a Leaner 
BERT; Achieves SOTA on 3 NLP 
Benchmarks 

Core innovations: 
Factorized embedding parameterization  - (For BERT - WordPiece embedding size E 
is tied with the hidden layer size H, i.e., E ≡ H)  Researchers isolated the size of the 
hidden layers from the size of vocabulary embeddings by projecting one-hot vectors 
into a lower dimensional embedding space and then to the hidden space, which made it 
easier to increase the hidden layer size without significantly increasing the parameter 
size of the vocabulary embeddings. 
Cross-layer parameter sharing  - Researchers chose to share all parameters across 
layers to prevent the parameters from growing along with the depth of the network. As a 
result, the large ALBERT model has about 18x fewer parameters compared to 
BERT-large. 
Inter-sentence coherence loss  (try to predict the order of two consecutive 
segments of text)  - In the BERT paper, Google proposed a next-sentence prediction 
technique to improve the model’s performance in downstream tasks, but subsequent 
studies found this to be unreliable. Researchers used a sentence-order prediction 
(SOP) loss to model inter-sentence coherence in ALBERT, which enabled the new 
model to perform more robustly in multi-sentence encoding tasks.  
Dataset: For pretraining baseline models, researchers used the BOOKCORPUS and 
English Wikipedia, which together contain around 16GB of uncompressed text. 
Experiment results: The ALBERT model significantly outperformed BERT on the 
language benchmark tests SQuAD1.1, SQuAD2.0, MNLI SST-2, and RACE. 

https://openreview.net/pdf?id=H1eA7AEtvS
https://openreview.net/pdf?id=H1eA7AEtvS
https://openreview.net/pdf?id=H1eA7AEtvS
https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
https://medium.com/syncedreview/googles-albert-is-a-leaner-bert-achieves-sota-on-3-nlp-benchmarks-f64466dd583
https://medium.com/syncedreview/googles-albert-is-a-leaner-bert-achieves-sota-on-3-nlp-benchmarks-f64466dd583
https://medium.com/syncedreview/googles-albert-is-a-leaner-bert-achieves-sota-on-3-nlp-benchmarks-f64466dd583


From NTM to Transformer architecture – a leaner BERT - knowledge distillation

DistillBERT
Smaller, faster, cheaper, lighter: 
Introducing DistilBERT, a 
distilled version of BERT

Knowledge Distillation - Transferring generalization capabilities
Overall, our distilled model, DistilBERT, has about half the total number of parameters of 
BERT base and retains 95% of BERT’s performances on the language understanding 
benchmark GLUE.
Here we are fine-tuning by distilling a question answering model into a language model 
previously pre-trained with knowledge distillation! In this case, we were able to reach 
interesting performances given the size of the network: 86.2 F1 and 78.1 EM, ie. within 3 
points of the full model!

TinyBERT TinyBERT: Distilling 
BERT for Natural Language 
Understanding

performs transformer distillation at both the pre-training and task-specific learning stages

Google T5  (Text-to-Text 
Transfer Transformer) 
(Code) 
Same model with no changes 
is used for different tasks

By combining the insights from our exploration with scale and our new "Colossal Clean 
Crawled Corpus" (about 750 GB), we achieve state-of-the-art results on many 
benchmarks covering summarization, question answering, text classification, and more. 
To facilitate future work on transfer learning for NLP, we release our dataset, pre-trained 
models, and code.

Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text Transformer
Crucially, our text-to-text framework allows us to directly apply the same model, objective, 
training procedure, and decoding process to every task we consider.

https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5
https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5
https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.10351
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.10351
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.10351
https://github.com/google-research/text-to-text-transfer-transformer
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683
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